
EGYPT’S ANTIDEMOCRATIC PARLIAMENT

From October through December 2015, Egypt held elections for a new parliament, a vote the government touted as restoring “democracy” after the military 
removed President Mohamed Morsi from power in July 2013. The elections, however, were marred by very low turnout and by reports of extensive state 
interference to assure the victory of pro-regime candidates. When the parliament was seated in January 2016, President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi declared that 
it established “the foundation of a democratic system.” In fact, the parliament—dominated by regime loyalists and devoid of any meaningful opposition—
serves mainly as a rubber stamp for the executive branch. The parliament has played a central role in constructing the legal scaffolding of al-Sisi’s 
authoritarian rule, passing laws that strip Egyptians of their rights and freedoms and expand al-Sisi’s powers, and lashing out against democratic values.

Repressive laws approved by 
 the Parliament to date

Repressive legislation Parliament is 
 set to discuss in its new session
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Amendments   
to the “emergency  

law,” which severely 
restricts citizens’ rights 

and violates due  
process under the  
guise of fighting 

terrorism
A pair of laws   

that define terrorism 
extremely broadly to 
encompass legitimate 

peaceful political 
 activity

A law that   
criminalizes a vast 

 range of legitimate NGO 
activities, severely limits 

fund-raising, and  
tightens the state’s 
stranglehold over  

 civil society

A law   
making legal 

demonstrations   
against the government 

 effectively impossible 
and imposing prison 

terms for illegal 
protesting

A law   
limiting the  

 freedom of Coptic 
Christians to build  

and maintain 
churches

A law   
establishing three 
oversight councils 
that cement state 

control over  
 the media

A law   
expanding the  

president’s power to  
appoint the members of  

top judicial bodies, 
weakening judicial 

independence

A law  
 imposing prison 
sentences of up 

 to three years for 
“insulting” (criticizing)  

the state in  
 the media

A law  
that would ban  
political activity,  

even discussions, at  
youth institutions 
 like sports clubs A law to   

criminalize 
“homosexual acts”  

and levy prison 
sentences on LGBTQ 

people and those 
defending them

Amendments to  
 the Nationality   

Law expanding the 
conditions under which 
the state can withdraw 
citizenship, potentially 

targeting political  
exiles

A law  
to extend   

the president’s term 
 to six years, overriding 

the four-year term 
specified in the 

constitution
A labor law   

that would severely 
 hinder independent 

 labor unions and grant 
 the government broad 

 powers to interfere   
with their   
activities

A cyber crimes   
law to enable  

internet censorship 
and punish online 

government   
critics

For more information: Ragab Saad, All the President’s MPs: The Egyptian Parliament’s Role In Burying Human Rights and Silencing Dissent, POMED, June 2017, http://bit.ly/ragabsaad

The MP stated  
that “journalists 
 are unpatriotic” 
after security 
 forces raided 
 the Journalists’ 
Syndicate.

Elhami 
Ajina

The Speaker questioned 
the patriotism of critics 
of the emergency law, 
stating “I don’t regard 
them as Egyptians.”Ali
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The Constitutional and 
Legislative Affairs Committee 
secretary called the public 
appearance of homosexuality 
in Egypt “an offense against 
the law” and “contrary to 
national public order.”

The Human Rights 
Committee chair 
 Alaa Abed called 
 for criminal charges 
against NGOs that 
criticized Egypt’s 
candidate for 
UNESCO director.

The Speaker characterized 
attempts to review the 
protest law and release 
those imprisoned under 
it as “a plot aiming to 
overthrow the state.”

The Speaker of 
Parliament has  
ordered investigations 
of other MPs who 
vocally opposed 
government policies.

MPs expelled 
prominent lawmaker 
Anwar al-Sadat after 
he criticized the new 
NGO law and security 
agencies’ interference 
in the parliament.

The secretary 
 of the Media, 
Culture, and 
Antiquities 
Committee, 
called for a 
boycott of 
newspapers 
 and described 
the media as 
“shameful.”

Amendments  
to the criminal 

procedures code that 
allow judges to reject 

defense witnesses and 
weaken appeal  

rights

MPs’ antidemocratic statements and actions
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